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AMBROSIA 

• 213’ 
• 2006 
• Benetti 
• Asia  
• $50,000,000 - estimated 
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GENERAL: 

The 213.25ft Custom motor yacht motor yacht 'Ambrosia III' was built by Benetti in Italy at their Viareggio shipyard, 

she was delivered to her owner in 2006. Previously named Ambrosia, her luxurious interior was designed by 

Zuretti.  

Accommodation 

Ambrosia III's interior configuration has been designed to comfortably accommodate up to 12 guests overnight in 6 
cabins, comprising a master suite, 1 VIP stateroom, 2 double cabins and 2 twin cabins. She is also capable of 
carrying up to 18 crew onboard in 10 cabins to ensure a relaxed luxury yacht experience.  

Construction & Dimensions 

Ambrosia III features a displacement steel hull and aluminium superstructure, with teak decks. She was built to 

Lloyds Register ✠100 A1 SSC Mono G6 Yacht (P), LMC classification society rules, and is MCA Compliant.  



This luxury yacht is also fitted with 'zero speed stabilizers' which work at anchor, increasing on-board comfort 
when the yacht is stationary, particularly in rough waters.  

Performance 

Powered by 2 Caterpillar (3512 B) 1,250hp diesel-electric engines and propelled by her twin Azipods Motor yacht 
Ambrosia III is capable of a top speed of 16 knots, and comfortably cruises at 12 knots. With her 189,976 litres fuel 
tanks she has a maximum range of 6,850 nautical miles at 12 knots. Her water tanks store around 15,000 litres of 
fresh water.  

Amenities 

Jacuzzi (on deck), Swimming Platform, Air Conditioning, Helicopter Landing Pad, Beach Club, Tender Garage, At 
anchor Stabilizers , Swimming Pool, Dynamic Positioning 

DISCUSSION: 

As you approach this 65m yacht by tender, the scale of its towering decks cannot fail to impress you. Completely 
self-contained, this island paradise embodies every aspect of pure and ultimate relaxation. 

MY Ambrosia is an absolute marvel of technology, fine design and the height of luxury. From the powerful Diesel 
Electric and Azipod Propulsion System to the ultra-high security night vision, every possible innovation has been 
lovingly crafted into the most incredible Italian yacht ever to be produced.  

At six stories high with an impressive 650 square meters of interior space and nearly 400 square meters of deck 
space, Ambrosia is a private residence with a difference. With the world’s oceans on your doorstep you can travel 
in absolute harmony, with panoramic backdrops of the four corners of the globe. 

Everything about Ambrosia has been designed with guest comfort in mind. The full-beam master cabin features a 
central king sized double bed and three full height oval portholes looking out onto the ocean. The master 
bathroom is separated from the bedroom with an opaque glass screen that can be made translucent at the touch 
of a button, and a large Jacuzzi tub graces the bathroom. 

Meanwhile her silence and stability underway would see a sleeping baby pass the journey from St Tropez to 
Portofino without stirring. The Benetti pedigree, combined with the absolute yachting passion of the man who 
commissioned her, means Ambrosia is genuinely worthy of the title ‘one of a kind’. This yacht is every bit as strong 
and seaworthy as she is elegant. 

Nothing compares to the peace of a sunset at sea, viewed from the comfort of Ambrosia’s palatial decks and 
dining areas. For entertaining she features incredible versatility, with open exterior areas for cocktail parties as 
well as a piano bar and lounge areas, plus opulent suites to accommodate twelve guests in total comfort.  

The now famous Stargate room is a dining experience with a difference. Opening out onto the main deck, and 
connected through the yacht’s GPS positioning equipment, the starlit sky in the room’s ceiling depicts the exact 
constellations of the yacht’s actual location, while the table features a glass etching of the moon’s surface. 

Delivered in 2006 as a true marvel of modern technology, Ambrosia is one of only three private motor yachts in 
the world to have been equipped with the patented ABB Nera diesel electric Azipod propulsion system.  



As powerful as they are silent, the Azipods only require one of the two main generators to reach cruising speed, or 
one of the two auxiliary generators for long passages and to supply all the other demands of the yacht. This makes 
Ambrosia incredibly energy efficient and economical when compared to other motor yachts of her size. And, in 
conjunction with the latest vibration and noise control technologies, this means guests will hear no engine noise 
and feel no vibrations, even when the vessel is fully under way at top speed. 

Ambrosia’s wheelhouse features state of the art navigational systems, including 7 flat-screen TVs that convey 
information and data on anything the captain requires to monitor the operation of the yacht. The Kongsberg 
Marine dynamic positioning system allows the yacht to hold its position in up to 25 knots of wind, without having 
to drop anchor – ideal for protected anchorages or deep water.  

 

Surveillance and security systems are cutting edge: the most remarkable of which is the long-range telescope 
fitted to the observation deck, which can focus on objects up to three kilometres away in daylight or at night with 
infra-red vision. Added to this, Ambrosia boasts one of the world’s finest integrated audio-visual and environment 
control systems, enabling guests to operate everything from mood lighting to curtains, air conditioning, music and 
movie selections with hand-held touch screens. 

Sizes and Capacities 

Length over all 64.8m (212ft) 

Length water line 58m (190ft) 

Beam 12.5m (41ft) 

Draught 3.6m (11.8ft) 

Displacement 1448.5T 

Gross Tonnage 1639t 

Net Tonnage 491t 

Class 
LMC100A1SSCMonoG6 Yacht (P)UMS 
MCA 

Fuel Capacity 190 cu.mt (50,192USG) 

Fresh Water Capacity 58 cu.mt (15,322USG) 

Speed (MAX) 15.1kt 

Range at 12 knots 5500 nautical miles 

Range at 10.5 knots 
9000 nautical miles (equivalent to 5200 
litre / 1374USG per day) 

Crew accommodation 
21 in 11 en suite cabins plus large crew 
dining and crew mess areas 

Guest accommodation 12 in 4 guest cabins, VIP and owners suite 

 
Principal Designers and Consultants  

Interior Design Francois Zuretti 

Profile Stefano Natucci 



Naval Architecture Espen Oino / Benetti 

Construction Azimut Benetti 

  

Main Features and Equipment  

Propulsion System 
ABB, diesel electric Azipod size 2 drive, 
1070kw (1,435hp) each 

Main Generators 2 x Caterpillar 3512B DITA 

Auxilliary Generators 
2 x Caterpillar 3408C DITA, with catalyser 
and particle filtered exhaust 

Emergency Generator Caterpillar 3304 

Electrical Design ABB Marine, 690v 400v 220v, 50hz 

Shore power converter Asea accepting 520-170v 40/70hz 

Bowthruster Brunvoll 280kw (375hp) variable pitch 

Black/Grey water system Jets 

Fuel Purifier Alfa Laval, Racor 

Air Conditioning Heinen Hopman twin duct system 

Water Treatment Heinen Hopman, Oktopus 

Water Maker 
Hydromar 2 x 15,000 litres (3963USG) per 
day 

Fire Systems Ultrafog Suppresion, Autronica Fire Alarm 

Stabilizers 
Quantum 4 blade1563, ZeroSpeed at 
anchor stabilisation 

Alarm and Security 
System 

ABB 
 
 

 
 

DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS: 

MACHINERY   

Main Generators  2 x Caterpillar 3512B DITA  

Auxiliary Generators  
2 x Caterpillar 3408C DITA, with catalyser and particle 

filtered exhaust 

Emergency Generator  1 x Caterpillar 3304  

Propulsion  
ABB, diesel electric Azipod size 2 drive, 1.070kw 

(1.435hp) each 

Electrical System design  ABB Marine, 690v 400v 220v, 50hz  

Shore power converter  Asea accepting 520-170v 40/70hz  

Bowthruster  Brunvoll 280kw (375hp) variable pitch propellor  

Black/Grey water system  Jets  



Fuel Purifier  Alfa Laval, Racor  

Air conditioning  Heinen Hopman twin duct system  

Water treatment  Heinen Hopman, Oktopus  

Water maker  Hydromar 2 x 15.000 liters (3.963 USG) per day  

Fuel capacity  190 cu.mt (50.192 USG)  

Fresh water capacity  58 cu.mt (15.322 USG)  

Stabilizers  
Quantum 4 blade 1563, Zerospeed stabilization at 

anchor 

Tank testing, hydrodynamic 

modeling 

FORCE, Danish Maritime Institute 

SAFETY EQUIPMENT   

Fire Systems  Ultrafog suppression, Autronica fire alarm  

Alarm and security system  ABB Marine  

NAVIGATION & COMMUNICATION 

ECDIS system 2 x Furuno FEA-2307 chartplotters 

Dynamic Positioning System Kongsberg cPOS 

Circle scanning sonar Furuno CH-250 

Radars Furuno IMO ARPA “Black Box” FAR-2837S 

Furuno IMO ARPA “Black Box” FAR-2827 

Gyrocompass 2 x C Plath Navigat 2100 (fiber optic) 

Magnetic compass C Plath Jupiter 1 

Autopilot 1 x C Plath, 1 x Kongsberg 

Electromagnetic Log C Plath Naviknot III 

Wind and weather B & G 

Searchlights 2 x Sanshin 

Anti-piracy 1 x LRAD (long range acoustic device), 1 x 

Gyrolight non lethal deterrent 

Radio Telephone Furuno FS-2570 with DSC 

VHF Radio 2 x Furuno FM-8700 with DSC, 2 x Sailor RT 4801 

Satcom Inmarsat F77 2 x Furuno Felcom 70 

Satcom Inmarsat C 2 x Furuno Felcom 15 



Satcom Iridium 2 x Sailor SC4000 

Airband VHF 2 x Icom IC-A 110 

Weatherfax Furuno Fax-30 blackbox 

Navtex Furuno NX-500 

Telephone exchange Panasonic PABX TDA 200 

GALLEY EQUIPMENT  

Galley 2 x Rational Combo ovens, 1 x Zanussi Combo 

oven, deep fryer, flat grill, 2 x plate hob 

Electrolux, salamander Zanussi, Carpigiani ice 

cream machine 

Pantries 3 x Eurocave wine cellars, built-in climate 

controlled wine cellar, 5 x Foster ice makers, 2 x 

Faema espresso machines 

Fridges/Freezers 4 x walk in cold rooms day fridges  in galley and all 

pantries 

Dumb-waiters Food lift galley to lower and bottom deck 

Trolley lift main deck to upper and sun deck 

Audio Visual  

Entertaining System Tower systems, Linn, Crestron, Yamaha Clavinova 

Grand Piano 

Satellite Television SeaTel 9497, C Ku Band with global decoders 

Digital Video Server Kaleidescape distributed in six areas 

High Definition Stabilised Camera Current Corp, GyroCam 

 

TENDERS & TOYS 

 

Limousine tender Vikal custom 8.5mt (28ft) GRP, Volvo KAMD300, 

duoprop 

Multi-purpose tender Tresco custom 7.5mt (24.6ft) 

carbon/fiber.nomex/prepreg, Volvo KAMD300, 

Kamewa Jet 

Jetskis Kawasaki Ultra 150 

Kawasaki STX 15 with SmartSteer safety steering 

system 



Garages, cranes Two garages aft for both tenders and jetskis, 1 ton 

capacity crane on foredeck for further 

jetskis/sailing dighys etc 

Spa pool 3 cubic meter spa pool with counter current 

generator 

Fishing chair Nautical Design “marlin chair” 

Diving Equipment Bauer dive compressor and 4 sets Scubapro dive 

equipment 

ACCOMMODATION   

 Guests: 12 Crew: up to 20 

 

The full-beam master cabin From the central king sized double bed three full 

height oval portholes look out each side onto the 

ocean. The bathroom is divided from the bedroom 

with an opaque glass screen that can be made 

translucent at the touch of a button. A large Jacuzzi 

tub divides the bathroom into “His and Her” sides 

with a steam shower also in the middle. 

 

The VIP cabin and bathroom on 

the upper deck 

The upholstered Baker furniture piece at the foot 

of the bed serves as a coffee table. Both cabin and 

bathroom are characterized by very large windows 

to take advantage of the plentiful natural light of 

the upper deck. The bathroom’s inner window is 

made of frosted glass for additional privacy. The 

countertops in the bathroom are of Azzuro 

d’Oriente marble with a white Egeo marble 

splashboard. 

 

Double stateroom and twin guest 

cabin on the lower deck 

Ambrosia’s accommodations include two double 

and two twin cabins with almost identical layouts. 

The double cabins also feature walk-in wardrobes, 

though the fabrics and fittings vary from room to 

room. The elegant Art Deco theme, however, is 

maintained throughout the accommodations. To 

further personalize each cabin, the stone finishes in 

the bathroom vary and include rose quartzite, 

China Green and Giano Siena marbles. Many of the 

Zimmer & Rhode, Jagtar and Verel de Belval 

upholstery fabrics are custom-designed. 



 

The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this 

information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his surveyors to investigate such 

details as the Buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal 

without notice. 
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Ft. Lauderdale Office 
Ann Morrow – Managing Director 
Phone: 954.764.1789 
Email: AnnMorrow@PcsFl.net 
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